Pontiac g3 2009

I'm giving this car a 10 across the board. I'm doing this with the mindset of my expectations of a
compact economy car. I'm 6'6" tall and cannot believe how comfortable the seats are. I love this
car and it's exactly as I expected. For the people who rate the performance anything less than a
10, go buy a Corvette. I had a Honda and am soooo happy I sold it to buy the G3. No complaints,
very happy!!! I've had it since August It only had 14 miles, when I got it. It now has a little over
52K and its has never been at the dealer except for oil changes and two alignments! It's due for
a tune up this month It still runs great! About to miles per tank of gas! Best car I've ever had,
and I will keep it for as long as I can! I bought my G3 in August of I currently have 71, miles. I
have not had any mechanical problems, however I have 2 camshaft position sensors go bad.
This causes the car to sputter and lose power and causes a lot of jerking which is bad for the
transmission. The ride is a little rough, about what you would expect in a sub-compact. Power is
a joke, 12 seconds to 60 MPH, and fuel economy could be better, and other cars in it's class
from the same year model get better gas mileage and still have better performance. On-Star
never worked from the start and the dealership gave me the run around about fixing it, so it
never was, not that I would subscribe to a nonsense service anyway. I have now had this car
about a year in a half! Mind you it's my first brand new car! I thought i picked a great choice for
my first new car. My car has been to the shop 8 times! Front end problems pulling me to the left
hard, driver side mirror shakes so bad i cant even see out of it when it rains or on im on the high
way! Thermostat has gone out. And just yesterday i had to get the heater blower thing fix! I am
trading this car in! They will not see me again! It sucks gas! It doesn't ride smoothly! Worst
choice i could have ever made buying that car!! I regret every day of it! My wife got this car new
on a emergency. Cheap and need it a car right away. Since she got it, it had problems with the
electrical system. She took it to the dealer several times but they always give her excuses not to
fix it, even thoug it was under guarranty. Car have miles and already need it a new tranny and
radiator, which GM didn't want it to fix, even thoug it was under warranty, , miles power train.
Thanks GM! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the G3. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. G3 model: All G3 models 4dr Hatchback 1. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Awesome little car! Items per page:. Write a
review See all G3s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the G3. Sign Up. The subcompact Pontiac
G3 is just as forgettable as its Chevrolet Aveo5 twin -- and pricier to boot. There are better
choices in this segment. When GM was casting about for a small economy car a few years back,
it tapped its Korean subsidiary Daewoo, which was already making a little runabout called the
Kalos. After a quick badge job, the Chevy Aveo was born, and it's been a fixture in the bow-tie
fleet ever since. Apparently, GM was pleased with this rebadging effort, because it's done it all
over again with the Pontiac G3. In other words, the G3 is an Aveo5 hatchback by another name
-- and at a higher price. Though far removed from Pontiac's "We Are Driving Excitement" days
of old, the G3 does give the division a foothold in the increasingly popular subcompact
segment. Like its cheaper Aveo5 sibling, the G3 fails to distinguish itself in any area, yet this
pallid Pontiac costs almost as much as the vastly superior Honda Fit. The G3 is equipped with
some basic convenience items and comes standard with GM's exclusive OnStar system, but its
cabin is notably chintzier than the less-expensive Nissan Versa's. Three-door hatches like the
Hyundai Accent and Toyota Yaris and are at once easier on the wallet and more pleasant to
drive. The G3's combined 30 mpg 28 mpg with the automatic isn't bad, but nor is it particularly
impressive for such a diminutive car -- both the Yaris and Fit provide better gas mileage. In
years past, the Aveo has been a respectable sales success for Chevy, but choices for
subcompacts have only gotten better. The same goes for the Pontiac G3, and it's not an ideal
choice for this segment. You could even go with a base Aveo5 and save a couple grand, though
of course you'll lose some standard equipment in the process, including side airbags. Overall,
we recommend looking past the G3 to more enjoyable rivals like the Fit or Accent. The Pontiac
G3 is a five-door subcompact hatchback available in a single trim level. The Preferred package
adds power accessories, heated outside mirrors and keyless entry; the Cruisin' package tacks
on cruise control, satellite radio and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls; and the Sport
package provides inch aluminum wheels and a leather-wrapped shift knob and steering wheel.
Stand-alone options include a sunroof and leatherette upholstery. All Pontiac G3s are powered
by a 1. This engine is backed by a standard five-speed manual transmission or an optional
four-speed automatic. Front-seat side impact airbags and OnStar communications are standard
features on all G3s. Antilock brakes are an extra-cost option, and side curtain airbags -- a
feature increasingly common in other subcompacts -- are not available. In government crash
tests, the G3 received a perfect five stars for frontal impacts and four stars for side impact
protection. On the other hand, the independent Insurance Institute for Highway Safety deemed
the similar '09 Chevrolet Aveo "Acceptable" the second-highest ranking out of four in frontal
offset crash testing and "Marginal" second-lowest for side impacts. While the Pontiac G3

doesn't provide much in the way of vehicular entertainment, it's a respectable ride for knocking
out errands or engaging the daily commute. The steering is responsive enough, and the ride is
acceptable by subcompact standards. Unlike other cars in this class, we prefer the optional
automatic transmission to the manual gearbox. Though the five-speed is rated as slightly more
economical around town, its ratios are overly wide, and it's not especially pleasant to operate.
The interior of the five-passenger Pontiac G3 sports decent-quality materials adorned with
metallic-look accents and several storage areas for small items. Climate controls are
straightforward, though the stereo employs an array of buttons instead of more user-friendly
knobs. Though the G3 offers a convenient 42 cubic feet of cargo space with the rear seats
folded, that's nothing to write home about -- and the 7. I'm giving this car a 10 across the board.
I'm doing this with the mindset of my expectations of a compact economy car. I'm 6'6" tall and
cannot believe how comfortable the seats are. I love this car and it's exactly as I expected. For
the people who rate the performance anything less than a 10, go buy a Corvette. I had a Honda
and am soooo happy I sold it to buy the G3. No complaints, very happy!!! I've had it since
August It only had 14 miles, when I got it. It now has a little over 52K and its has never been at
the dealer except for oil changes and two alignments! It's due for a tune up this month It still
runs great! About to miles per tank of gas! Best car I've ever had, and I will keep it for as long as
I can! I bought my G3 in August of I currently have 71, miles. I have not had any mechanical
problems, however I have 2 camshaft position sensors go bad. This causes the car to sputter
and lose power and causes a lot of jerking which is bad for the transmission. The ride is a little
rough, about what you would expect in a sub-compact. Power is a joke, 12 seconds to 60 MPH,
and fuel economy could be better, and other cars in it's class from the same year model get
better gas mileage and still have better performance. On-Star never worked from the start and
the dealership gave me the run around about fixing it, so it never was, not that I would
subscribe to a nonsense service anyway. I have now had this car about a year in a half! Mind
you it's my first brand new car! I thought i picked a great choice for my first new car. My car has
been to the shop 8 times! Front end problems pulling me to the left hard, driver side mirror
shakes so bad i cant even see out of it when it rains or on im on the high way! Thermostat has
gone out. And just yesterday i had to get the heater blower thing fix! I am trading this car in!
They will not see me again! It sucks gas! It doesn't ride smoothly! Worst choice i could have
ever made buying that car!! I regret every day of it! Write a review. See all 27 reviews. Available
styles include 4dr Hatchback 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Pontiac
G3 and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the G3 4. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the G3. Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Pontiac G3 and all model
years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the
G3 featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Pontiac G3. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive

option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Pontiac Pontiac
G3. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Meager power, paltry luggage
capacity behind rear seats, questionable value. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
The Pontiac G3 is a new five-door subcompact hatchback competing in the U. Sponsored cars
related to the G3. Side Impact Test Marginal. The Edmunds experts tested the G3 both on the
road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in
your new car, keep in mind that the G3 has 7. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more.
To determine whether the Pontiac G3 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the G3. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the G3's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Pontiac G3 is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the G3 is a good car for you. Check
back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other
versions include: 4dr Hatchback 1. If you're interested in the Pontiac G3, the next question is,
which G3 model is right for you? G3 variants include 4dr Hatchback 1. What do people think of
the Pontiac G3? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Pontiac G3 and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's
a good price for a New Pontiac G3? Which Pontiac G3s are available in my area? Can't find a
new Pontiac G3s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Pontiac G3? Check out Pontiac lease specials. Sign Up. Pontiac, GM's
"excitement division," recently announced it will bring the Pontiac G3 small economy car to the
American market. Pontiac maintains the G3 small car will embody the brand's classic sporty
and performance-minded character in an attractive, compact, fuel-sipping package. Pontiac's
small five-seat G3 is currently on sale in Canada as the Pontiac G3 Wave and has fared
moderately well there. While the move to bring the G3 to the U. Providing power to the G3's
front wheels is GM's fuel-efficient 1. What the G3 may lack in power, it makes up for in EPA
mileage ratings. When mated to the standard five-speed manual, the Ecotec gets 27 mpg in the
city and 34 mpg during highway runs. Buyers opting for the available four-speed automatic will
achieve around 25 mpg city and 34 mpg highway. Surprisingly, despite its small size and
miserly engine, the G3 won't be the most frugal Pontiac on the highways when it arrives in
Pontiac showrooms next spring. Pontiac lists the base G5 coupe at 37 mpg highway. The G3
differentiates itself from its Aveo relative through a slightly reworked front clip featuring the
Pontiac trademark dual grille. A smaller, G8-inspired front bumper and foglights are fitted below
the Pontiac emblem. Incorporated into the G3's hood and quarter panel fenders are rear
sweeping, wraparound headlights. Not surprisingly, the sides and rear of the car as well as the
standard spoiler above its back window are identical to those on the Chevrolet variant. Inside
the cabin, available aluminum-colored trim adorns the dash and door side panels, while chrome
rings outline the air vents. A new instrument cluster with a predominant central speedometer
sits behind the Pontiac-branded steering wheel. Official interior selections have not yet been
disclosed, but it's a good bet the G3 will feature the same variety of leatherette and cloth trim
options available for the Aveo. Standard features include a folding armrest on the driver's seat,
a roof-mounted sunglasses holder, door and seatback storage pockets, and headrest posts for
shopping bag toting. Four airbags gain the G3 a five-star frontal crash safety rating. Despite
Pontiac's marketing spin, on paper the G3 clearly isn't in line with the brand's sport-themed rep.
But if the G3 helps Pontiac gain sales traction in the now all-important small-car segment, the
decision to bring it here could turn out to be prudent one. Below is the official press release
from Pontiac for the Pontiac G3. Canadian consumers can now afford to put a lot more car in
their driveway with the G3 Wave. With many enhancements including an all new, very efficient
powertrain, tighter, quieter and more agile ride and handling, plus new styling inside and out for
the five-door hatchback, this small car is packed with features at a price offering value never
seen before in the compact segment. The G3 Wave lineup includes the sedan and a
sport-five-door hatchback that both offer roomy interiors and offer generous features usually
seen in more expensive cars, challenging the expectations of what a compact car can deliver.
Available in base and SE trim, the G3 Wave offers a wide range of features. In addition to the
more powerful and refined standard Ecotec engine and the re-styled 5-door, the '09 G3 Wave
lineup includes the following features:. The G3 Wave sedan features sculpted lines and a wide,
confident stance. The design skilfully creates the illusion of a larger car through such attributes
as contoured side feature lines that rise from front to rear, pronounced "shoulders" over the
wheel openings and body-colour door sills. The sedan's look is highlighted by premium cues,

including three-dimensional, richly detailed headlamps that extend into the hood, available front
fog lamps and bold, round taillamps. The G3 Wave 5-door boasts smooth lines and short front
and rear overhangs that give it a bold personality. It was conceived for maximum versatility and
practicality, such as the convenience of easy access for both front and rear passengers, and the
versatility of a hatchback configuration with ample cargo space that can reach all the way to the
front of the cabin. New exterior styling for the 5-door includes a new front-end design a lower
fascia insert in the rear and roof-mounted spoiler complete the sporty look. The SE trim adds an
impressive list of features not typical in the segment. For a sportier look, a Podium Edition
package is available on both models and adds even more content including inch aluminum
wheels, trunk mounted spoiler, 6-speaker premium sound system, steering wheel mounted
audio controls and XM Satellite Radio. The Podium Edition package is available on both models.
The G3 Wave has a "big car" personality, providing excellent space and flexibility for such a
small package. The generous dimensions offer ample interior room - capable of accommodating
passengers more than six-feet tall in all of the five seating positions. Theatre-style rear seating
in the sedan provides a commanding view for all passengers. The trunk offers litres The interior
of the G3 Wave is all about sleek styling and a youthful interpretation of refinement. The
instrument panel is combined with smooth metallic-look steering wheel inserts and matching
metallic-look rings around the cluster dials. Plus, red dial needles provide the Pontiac look.
Quality is a key attribute in the new interior design, coupled with maximum comfort and
convenience evidenced by standard tilting front-seat headrests and a folding driver's armrest.
Additional conveniences include dual visor vanity mirrors, door and seatback storage pockets
and clever hooks, located on headrests posts, which can hold items such as shopping bags.
Additional appearance features include a new, rich instrumentation, silver paint style accents
and trim. Precision in fit and finish details caps G3 Wave sedan's high-quality appearance. Both
models receive a sound system derived from GM's new family of premium sound systems,
which are distinguished by upscale appearance, simplicity of operation and range of features
and capabilities. An auxiliary input jack for iPods and other audio players is standard on all
radios. The base radio is a single CD with MP3 playback stereo with four speakers. A
six-speaker sound system is available, as is a six-disc in-dash CD changer radio. The G3 Wave
is powered by an all-new 1. With highway fuel consumption of just 5. It is paired with a standard
5-speed manual transmission revised to ensure easier, shorter and more precise shift changes
together with a light clutch feel for agile responsiveness. To help optimize fuel efficiency,
drivers can use the shift indicator light in the cluster to time upshifts to achieve the best
possible results. The available four-speed automatic transmission features a new shift schedule
for crisper shifts and earlier downshifts for a more confident ride plus a segment-exclusive Hold
Control Mode, giving the driver control over gear selection to enable engine braking and to
reduced wheel spin from a standing start on snow or ice. To ensure a smooth, comfortable and
more refined ride quality, the suspension was specifically tuned and combines with the
hydraulic rack-and-pinion power steering to deliver precise control, nimble responsiveness and
a very tight turning radius. Electronic Throttle Control furthe
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r improves drivability and fuel economy while reducing emissions. The G3 Wave offers
additional features and options for safety-minded consumers. Safety in the G3 Wave starts with
a high-strength steel structure that creates a safety cage around the passenger compartment.
Added to this is a long list of standard safety features including advanced dual-stage frontal air
bags with GM Passenger Sensing System and optional seat-mounted side-impact air bags that
provide added head and thorax protection. The dual-stage frontal air bags deploy at different
levels, depending on the severity of the crash. Exceptional braking is provided by ventilated
front discs and self-adjusting rear drums. A four-channel ABS system is available. Additional
G3 Wave sedan safety and security features include:. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Nate Martinez writer. G3 Wave lineup and features. Refined modern interior.
Responsive driving experience. Safety features. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

